Welcome to Wildcat Rock Trail!
This challenging but spectacular trail first journeys 1.1 miles to 100' Little Bearwallow Falls. Beyond the falls, difficulty increases (rated “hardcore”) to reach scenic Wildcat Rock at 1.6 mi. and a picturesque ridgeline meadow at 2.8 mi. This trail will one day connect to the top of Bearwallow Mountain.

Conserving Carolina’s protection of the land traversed by this trail was made possible by the vision and determination of the late John Myers and his partner Jane Lawson, who forever conserved 232 total acres for your enjoyment. A voracious conservationist and lifelong climber, the Little Bearwallow Falls Rock and Ice Climbing Area is dedicated to John Myers.

Care for Wildcat Rock Trail! To ensure this special place remains accessible for all to enjoy, and stays forever natural and wonderful as you see it today, please follow these rules for an experience that is respectful to others and cares for the land and trails.
- Secure Pets on Leash
- No Bicycles
- No Campfires
- No Gathering Plants
- No Horses
- No Camping

Visit ConservingCarolina.org for more information